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11 degrees Aquarius

The Angels of Human Emanations
Also known as
The Angels of

Hagus
Beloved,
We give the seeker who reaches this stage on their journey,
exact information on mental, emotional, and physical radiation that
comes from others.

We teach how to tell from the radiation emitted by a human
being
the degree of maturity of his mental and emotional body.
The meaning of the word Armegeddon translates to "when all is
revealed".
At this time of the alpha and omega, it becomes almost impossible
for people to "hide" their true state of spiritual, mental, emotional, and
physical maturity.
By understanding that each person’s state of being, will, thoughts,
emotions, and sensations
have the power to help or harm self and others, a seeker can observe
others
on these same levels to determine their degree of spiritual maturity.

A spiritually mature person uses all forms of power, the
power of being, will, thought,
tangible feelings and emotions in the body, and sensations,
to equally love and bless all of creation
and self.

We inspire a Child of Light to understand The Power of the
Word, the divine virtue of letter ‘H’, the first letter of
Hagus, that shines with a silvery violet light and the
sensation of warmth and expansion,
because it is a virtue of the fire element of will.
The right arm and hand are formed from this virtue.
There are a number of divine virtues, each with an
intention,
a concept, an emotion, and a sensation.
Remember that all intention is electric,
it goes outward in motion, it is like fire.
All thoughts and concepts are light and expansive, like air,
and receive the heat of intentions that gives them life.
These thoughts then transform by becoming emotions, the
water magnetic element of creation.
Emotions then attract changes in form, the earth element.

We inspire a Child of Light to see how ‘speaking’ with the divine
virtues, BY INTENDING THEM,
visualizing them, THINKING about THEM, FEELING EMOTIONS OF
THEM AND SENSING THEM, mystically blesses others and carries out
the will of Divine Providence.

This is the meaning of 'the power of the word'.
Meditate on the divine virtue of the power of the word, the letter H in
our name.
It is a fire element virtue of intention, so it is felt as hot and expansive
like fire
as it shines with a silvery violet color and rings with the musical note of
A.
We inspire the application of the Power of the Word in the akasha
principle, which is the principle of oneness with all,
so that the seeker understands and uses the cosmic language for the
purpose of enlightenment,
grace and mercy, the change of fate, and control over manifestation.
The mastery of the Power of the Word in the Akasha,
or consciousness-penetrating-everything everywhere,
enables a seeker to give each divine virtue dynamic and creative power.
To meditate on this virtue, do the following:
In the realm of the Akasha meditate on how you are one with all in the
deep delta brainwave state.
As you do this, meditate on the Power of the Word by
visualizing the silvery violet light everywhere, in and through all things.
See how the experience of unity with Divine Mind and all
creation makes it possible to enliven a divine virtue anywhere at any
time through visualization and emotions .
Imagine the head region as an immense universe and see a small silvery
violet sun in the head region
that radiates immense power whenever you
use this virtue. See this silvery violet light penetrating all creation.
The head region is the part of the body that corresponds to the fire
element of will.
Focus on will and intention and visualization of the silvery violet
light. Meditate on willpower that penetrates all with the Power of the
Word, the silvery violet light.
Contemplate on the idea that the Power of the Word is the way that
Divine Providence works through the sons and daughters of divine
being.
Not only is the seeker able to perceive it with the intellect, he is also
able to receive it symbolically,
in the form of pictures in his or her imagination, thespiritual senses.
By frequent repetition of the exercises with this letter, the ability of
purest clairvoyance will be achieved.

At this point one learns the full meaning of the words "it shall be".
Imagine flowing with emotions of the Power of the Word
and tone the sound of the letter H to the musical note A inwardly to
enliven these
feelings on the emotional plane, and out loud to enliven these emotions
in the material level.
The emotional realm is magnetic and feminine and receives energy from
the mental realm.
Emotions attract specific new realities into physical
manifestation.
At this stage, emotions of the Power of the Word are attracting the
miracles that you wish to manifest.
Focus so strongly on these emotions of the Power of the Word
that they can be remembered and evoked at will whenever you wish to
use them in World Service.
In doing this the seeker attains the faculty of influencing , through
the magnetic power of emotions, each fate at will, and also the faculty
of fully comprehending,
understanding and applying the cosmic language
in all of its forms as well as all the mantra and tantra practices in their
truest forms.
This way each letter's sound and musical note carries the frequencies of
the emotions of the virtue.
It is the flowing of emotions of a divine virtue that
attract the virtue into form on the physical plane. A word made up of
various letters,
toned in the proper musical notes of each letter with strong tangible
flowing feelings and emotions, creates a song
of mystical power. These words are the ancient songs of the language of
Creation.
It may take several months of intense concentration to master one
letter, but once the first letter is mastered, the others are easier. It is
traditional to start with letter A and work through the alphabet.
When all of the letters are mastered, then combine two or more letters
into powerful combinations of meanings and sounds.

At this stage in the spiritual journey, a seeker has become
so immersed
in the inner alchemical fire, that his or her mental,
emotional,
and physical emanations have a healing effect on everyone

he or she comes
into contact with. There is a chain reaction of energy
transfers
from the seeker to everything around them.
The divine virtue of letter H was used to create the right arm of every
human being.
Meditate on this letter permeating the right arm.
When you breathe out; will, see, flow emotions,
and sense this virtue radiating out through the pores of your skin over
the area of the body formed by
the virtue, the right arm, and filling the entire outer universe.
When you breathe in; will, see, flow emotions, and sense this coming in
through the
pores of your skin around this same area and filling you from the outer
universe.
Learn how to breathe this virtue in and out effortlessly in
this way so that anytime you wish to manifest it, this meditation comes
easily to you.
BE SURE TO KEEP THE NORMAL RHYTHM OF YOUR BREATH AS YOU
DO THIS.
Do not hold or prolong the breath. When you are finished, dissolve the
light and other sensations in the body so that you keep the elements of
the body balanced
and do not over stimulate any area of the body.
To give or receive enlightenment, a Child of Light next learns to use
the Power of the Word with the divine virtue of A, which is all wisdom
and enlightenment. It is a virtue of the air element, with the
sensation of relaxation and ease. It has a light blue light, the musical
note G and is the virtue that was used to create the lungs.

To the extent that other people are enlightened, truth
emanates from them,
and a sensation of relaxation and ease results from being
in their
presence.
If being around another person causes tension,
it is a sign that more enlightenment can be asked for and
healing and purification will then help.
Purify any imperfection through the virtue of umlaut A, ae. Release any
imperfection in self or others for change into other states that are the
highest good of all.
True divine blessing is the virtue of letter G, which is flowing feelings of
Divine Grace and Mercy.G is a virtue of the water element,
with a feeling of coolness and flowing. It shines with the most lovely
emerald grass green light, the musical note F, and forms the left eye.
A spiritually mature person emanates flowing emotions of divine
blessings.
The late Dr. Ron Tucker, Brookhaven Chiropractic Clinic Atlanta,
who rescued many homeless animals and was a blessing to many people.

A spiritually mature person can change the fate of self and
others.
This can be done in a deep trance state using the Power of the Word
with
letter U, which is the virtue of the Creative act and its on going effects,
its karma.
With this virtue fate can be changed, and a person
sees the ongoing effects of an intervention that he or she is making
through the Power of the Word in a deep trance state.
This virtue is of the akashic element, with the sensation of
consciousness-penetrating -all.
The creative act and its karma shines
with a velvet black light, it has the musical note of B.
It is the virtue that created the pancreas and pit of the stomach.
Finally, a Child of Light uses the Power of the Word with letter S,
which is the virtue of attuning to Divine Will for the highest good of all
concerned in the form of all-penetrating-power in everything.
By attuning to this virtue, the power to change any part of creation, any
being,
and the enthusiasm to carry through with manifesting Divine Will
in any situation is attained. When a person is in tune with this virtue,
only the highest good is desired and given in any situation.

A spiritually mature person attunes to the already existing
indwelling divine omnipotent will
for highest good in all creation.
He or she will only want to facilitate this manifestation.

All penetrating divine will is a virtue of the fire element, with the
sensation of warmth and
expansion. It has a purple red light, the musical note of G-sharp, and is
the virtue that created the gall bladder.

Imagine all beings, through divine grace, being initiated
into whatever divine will, thought, emotion and sensation is
the highest good.
Imagine
MIRACLES

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law
over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,

and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THAT WHICH IS THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL
CONCERNED happen here and now,
and through all time and space.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6, and Information of the divine virtues
and the letters are referenced from
THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4]. Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg,
Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.

SO BE IT!
So it is.
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